
The Great Harlot 
Revelation 17:1-6 

In this chapter we are introduced to the Great ______________________.   There is a 
judgment coming on this woman.  This judgment is connected to previous judgments.   

 
1. An _____________________ judgement on this woman.   
See 16:17 The judgment is  _______________.  God’s wrath is complete with the 7th plague.   
See 16:19 Great Babylon is remembered by God and wrath is poured out in the last plague. 
So ch. 17 and 18 – this is not a new judgement.  It is just a ____________________ description 
of the plague.  Babylon is finished. 
 
2. The ______________________ of the Woman. 
Vs. 1 She sits on many waters. Over many _________________________.   
Vs. 2 She commits ______________________________ with multitudes. 
Vs. 3 She sits on a ______________________________ beast. The scarlet beast represents the 
_______________________________ systems of the world.   
Vs. 15 She sits over multitudes.  This means that she has authority over ___________________ 
of nations and peoples. It is a system that causes people and nations to commit fornication.   
This is Old Testament metaphors to uniting with _________________ religions and teachings. 
Babylon the Great is a ______________________.   
The Church of Jesus Christ is the ____________________.   
A harlot is ____________________ bride.   
Babylon the Great  is a counterfeit ______________ system to the truer Church. 
This is a satanic counterfeit religious system that deceives, gets people drunk with 
___________________, that seduces nations and people to be involved in false religion.   
This false religion has influenced every _________________ in history.  And the church is 
called to ______________ out of her.  See ch. 18:3-23   
This harlot wields tremendous authority by sitting on the governments of the earth.  She 
infiltrates everything.   
 
3. The ____________________ of the woman.   
Vs. 4  She is arrayed in _____________________ and ______________________.  These are 
pictures that only the ___________________________ and the ________________________ 
would afford to wear.    
She is also arrayed in ___________________, __________________________ stones and 
_______________________.  This is referring to world systems that acquire and run on wealth.      
 
4. The __________________________ of this woman. 
In her hand a _____________ full of abominations.  An abomination is anything that is 
_____________  to God.   God is against this woman.   
See Jeremiah 51:6  You were taken captive because you worshipped other gods.  Leave 
Babylon because you are following the Babylonian _______________________.  She is about 
to be judged.  
 
5. The _________________________ of the woman.   
Vs. 6 The Great Babylon is the symbol of religion that is against the true Church.  


